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1. INTRODUCTION 

This work is a continuation of our previous one [1] in which the target nuclei 
disintegration mechanism in nuclear reactions initiated by high-energy hadrons 
colliding with nuclei was depicted clearly and conclusively - as based 
experimentally. In our previous publications [2,3), it was mentioned that the 
nucleus-nucleus collision process is a composition of the hadron-nucleus 
collisions - especially of the nucleon-nucleus collisions. It was rather our 
hypothetical conclusion on the basis of the hadron-nucleus collision observation 
data. Similar statements, rather hypothetical ones, can be met as well in various 
review publications. · 

In contrary to those publications the information on the problem in question 
presented here is based on our analysis of the data from the .nucleus-nucleus 
collision processes registered in nuclear photoemulsions and analysed 
qualitatively and quantitatively in works of many physicists [4]. 

The data on the target nuclei" disintegrations in nuclear collisions mostly 
informative for the analysis are from the collision studies by photographic 
methods. We decided to use firstly the expressive pictures of the nucleus-nucleus 
collision reactions obtained a long time ago - as unbiased ones, although many 
of them are from the cosmic ray experiments only. It was decided to use such a 
kind of the observation procedure because of almost exclusively accurate technical 
analysis of individual collision events in the cited publications and of the 
completeness of the pictures of such registered events obtained by photographic 
methods [4). 

The subject matter in this paper is: 
1. To collect some sample of experimental facts which characterize generally 

the colliding nuclei disintegration processes, as presented in some of many former 
publications; 

2. To collect additional sample of such experimental facts which have been 
obtained in some of publications performed in about last 25 years [5-7) by 
various methods; 

3. To discuss about the experimentally obtained properties of the nuclei 
disintegrations. 



2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM WORKS 
PERFORMED BY PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS 

Ftom observations of the hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies - higher 
by much over the pion production threshold - registered in heavy liquid bubble 
chambers one can conclude that the interaction is localized within the cylindrical 
volume centered around the projectile course at a distance as large as the strong 
interaction range Rs is, and three main phenomena may be seen when a fast 

nucleon collides with a resting nucleus: 
a) The passage of .the incident hadron through the target nucleus; b) The 

particle production appearing sometimes at the background of the passage; c) The 
fragmentation of the residual target nuclei and nucleon evaporation, in particular, 
from it [3]. The passage of the nucleon through a nucleus in most of the ca'ies 
should be accompanied by the emission of fast nucleons with energies from - 20 
up to - 500 MeV. 

In nucleus-nucleus collisions, the properties of the hadron-nucleus collision 
will ·manifest themselves as well. A fast nucleus projectile with the energy per 
nucleon high enough - higher by much than the pion production threshold.
may be treated as a very collimated beam of nucleons, which interacts with a layer 
of intranuclear matter-in the target nucleus at rest 

·In such a collisio~ and interaction · of the collimated nucleon beam with 
intrariuclear matter, it is reasonable to expect that only peripheral groups of 
nucleons of the interacting nuclei will be. involved· in the collision~. The main 
parts of the colliding nuclei. (of the resting target-nudeus and of the projectile 
nucleus playing the role of the incident ,nucleon beam one) will collide 
peripherally; they will be not sufficiently disturbed. to be disrupted, and the 
nuclear fragments emerging from the encounter wiU appear at the fast stage of the 

collision (during about 10-24
_ 10-22 s): one with the velocity little different from 

that of the incoming_ nucleus, and the second - the damaged residual target 
nucleus. The residual target nucleus will suffer a transmutation at reshnto·stable 
fragments - through evaporation of heavy nuclear-fragments and a fission into 
lighter nuclei. The incident-projectile nucleus will suffer the same transmutation 
in its flight after having left the collision region. 

The volumes of the colliding nuclei interaction parts involved in the collision 
induced nuclear reaction depend on the collision impact parameters __:;_ the 
distances between the centers of the colliding nuclei. When the impact parameter 
equals 0, the head-on collision occurs. · 

The parts of the colliding nuclei involved in the collision are completely 
disrupted. From the resting target nucleus all the nucleons are emitted as the 
so-called fast ones with kinetic energies from - 20 up to - 500 MeV in the Jab. 
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system. The nucleons from the disrupted part of the projectile nucleus form the 
collimated beam of losely bound nucleons which may be observed; among the 
beam nucleons, the spectator - undisrupted part of the incident nucleus - may 
be observed in some cases. 

The above depicted scenario was presented as prompted on the basis of the 
experimental information about the hadron-nucleus collision and about the 
hadron-nucleus collision induced nuclear reactions. In presenting it, the working 
hypothesis has been used: the yield of the nucleus-nucleus collision process is a 
composition of hadron-nucleus collision processes as treated separately. 

But, what is really the picture of the nucleus-nucleus collision process? The 
answer to this question should be found in observations and experiments. 

The first observations and experiments concerning this question were 
performed by many physicists_ using fast nuclei from cosmic rays and the 
photographic emulsion method. The main results were collected in the work of 
Powell, Fowler and Perkins [4]. Let us review shortly those very interesting 
results m the light of the expectations described above. 

The studies of the energetic heavy nuclei collisions are greatly stimulated by 
their bearing on the particles and their interaction problems [4]. By following the 
tracks of heavy primary nuclei from their points of entry into a photographic 
emulsion stack untill they either escape from it or interact with nuclei, the values 
of the «interaction length» were determined. 

For energetic particles which interact strongly with intranuclear matter, the 
target-area presented by a nucleus is given with an error of about I 0%, by the 

relation <J = 1t(l.45· 10-13 A113)
2

, where A is the number of nucleons, and 

1.45- 10-13 cm corresponds to the mean distance between neighbouring nucleons. 
Knowing the density and chemical composition of the emulsion, the total nuclear 

cross-section can be calculated [4]: <J = L ;N <J , 'where N , <J represent the 
r mm m m . 

number of atoms of the m-th element per cm3
, and its nuclear cross-section, res

pectively, the summation being made for all the elements present in the emulsion. 
As a consequence of the nuclear cross-section, there is an attenuation in the 

intensity of a beam of fast particles passing through matter. If they interact 
strongly with nuclei, the number surviving after a thickness x is given by: 

N=Ne-<Jx 0 I, ( I) 

and the mean distance travelled by a particle is: / = l / a,. This distance is referred 

to as the «interaction length» [4]. For a normal nuclear emulsions its value is 
found to be about 25 cm, a result close to that obtained in experiments with fast 
protons and 1t-mesons [4 ]. 
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The interaction cross-section for an incident nucleus of radius R., colliding 
I 

with a target nucleus of radius R
1
, may be expressed in terms of an empirical 

reiation introduced by Bradt and Peters (1950) [8J: 

cr=rt(R +R.-R/, 
t I 

(2) 

where R . = R A 
1 
( 3

• Assuming R
0 
= I.45· I0-13 cm, R may then be deduced by 

t,I ()" "t,I 

comparing the experimental results with those computed. With 

R = l.17R
0 

(3) 

it is found to be valid, within an error of about ± 15%, for all particles, provided 
that either the incident or a target nucleus, or both, have atomic numbers A 2:: 12. 
In particular, the calculated interaction lengths in emulsion, for nuclei ranging 
from helium to iron, deduced from it, are in good agreement with those found 
experimentally. It is therefore reasonable to use Eq.(3) to estimate the relative 
frequency with which primary nuclei of varoius masses interact with the different 
atomic components of the emulsion. The interaction lengths in emulsions in cm, 
of heavy nuclei of different types as determined by different authors [9-12], are 
given in table 16-1, p.605 in the cited work [4J; calculated values from formula 
{3) i!!t! given there as well. The authors [9-12] also studied the characteristics of 
the disinti>gr"tio,;;. produ~ed by the energetic nuclei. 

It may be seen that apart from the increased frequency of collision with 
hydrogen, the relative proportions of the primary nuclei which interact with light 
and heavy elements change little in passing from Z = 3 to Z = 30. 

2.1. Features of the Disintegrations 
of Nuclei Produced by Heavy Nuclei [4] 

A very striking feature of the collisions involving primary heavy nuclei is the 
frequency with which a fast secondary heavy nucleus, or a number of a-particles, 
emerge from the encounter. Nuclei with Z 2:: 2 are never emitted at relativistic 
velocities from disintegrations due to fast protons. It is therefore reasonable to 
a'>sume that any fast heavy secondary particles formed a part of the incoming 
nucleus and that they are fragments of it; that they are produced in peripherical 
collisions between two nuclei, only a few of the nucleons of the primary fast 
particle, or of the target nucleus, being involved in the impact. In such a collision, 
it may happen that the nuclei groups of nucleons of the interacting nuclei are not 
sufficiently disturbed to be disrupted, a heavy nuclear fragment emerging from the 
encounter with a velocity little different from that' of the incoming particle; whilst 
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a fragment of the struck nucleus is given little velocity and remains intact in the 
emulsion. 

In the «head-on» collisions between two nuclei, however, both of them may 
be completely dispersed into their component nucleons. In such events and when 
the primary particle is moving with great energy, the number of secondary 
products of the impact - mesons and other particles - may be very great 
because of the large number of nucleon-nucleon collisions involved. It is therefore 
found that the largest «stars» recorded in emulsions exposed at ballon altitudes are 
produced by the heavy nuclei of the primary radiation. 

Ending this overview of the old emulsion data, it will be worth while to 
present a very important statement from the cited book [4]: «The composition, 
energy and angular distribution of the secondary particles from the disintegrations 
due to nuclear collisions of protons and neutrons in emulsion, are well known; see 
Sec.13 [4 p.608]. In the collision of two heavy nuclei, it is reasonable to assume 
that the disintegration products of each in its own rest-frame will be similar to that 
produced by the impact of a number of protons of velocity equal to that. of the 
moving primary particle. If so, the characteristics of disintegrations in emulsions 
due to individual protons m:::y be used as a guide in interpreting those due to more 
massive nuclei» - it was many years before 1959! 

2.2. The Picture of Some Disintegrations of Atomic Nuclei 
by Hadrons and Nuclei, Registered in Photoemulsions [4] 

The picture of the disintegration process of atomic nuclei induced by col
lisions of hadrons with the nuclei has been described widely enough in the first 
part of this work [I]. We use to mention here about it in order to take in mind 
some properties of this process being in common relation with the main questions 
under interest in this part of the work - the nuclei disintegration in nucleus
nucleus collisions. 

The data used here are from the emulsion experiments, as referred by Powell, 
Flower and Perkins in section 16 of their review book [4]. 

However, in the «head-on» collisions between two nuclei, both of the 
colliding nuclei may be completely dispersed into their component nucleons. In 
such collisions events, when the primary nucleus is moving with great velocity 
(energy), the number of products of the impact - of mesons and other hadrons 
- may be very great - due to the large number of nucleon-nucle_on particle
producing collisions involved. It is reasonable to assume, as well, that disinte-. 
gration products of each nucleus in its own rest-frame will be similar to that 
produced by the impact of a number of protons of velocity equal to that of the 
moving primary nucleon. 
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Many of the events observed in photoemulsions and analysed in the works 
reviewed by Powell, Fowler and Perkins [4) support the above formulated 
assumptions, which are in agreement with our predictions on the ground of the 
data obtained in our works [l-3) and from the review works [4-7]. 

Let us describe shortly some of the registered in photoemulsions events which 
may be used as supporting the assumptions and statements formulated above in 
this work. The examples will be from the review work [4]. 

On the photograph [4] (pl.8-16), the carbon nucleus, moving with a velocity 
close to that of light, in result of the collision is decomposed into 3 a-particles 
emerged with nearly the same velocities; the absence of the tracks which could be 
associated with the «evaporation» of the struck nucleus «makes it reasonable to 
attribute the event to collisions with a proton». «This proton is recoiled and 
produced the track diverging from the incident nucleus course». In our inter
pretation: the struck nucleus C smashed perypherally through a hydrogen nucleus 
what led to the breaking of the nuclear bounds between nucleons involved on the 
nuclear periphery and in ones turn to the disintegration of the projectile-nucleus 
into a-particles. 

In other of events, a nucleus of the charge number 12 ± 2 makes a nuclear 
collision and fragments. The inci_dent particle is almost completely dispersed into 
its parent nucleons and the struck nucleus is also shattered. Special analysis [ 4] 
indicated that the struck nucleus must have been with Z about 35e - it was 
bromine [4, p.610-611). 

A sulphur nucleus, S
16

, moving with the velocity in the relativistic region, 

suffers a nuclear collision which led to the production of a «jet» of about 25 
mesons. 

Several of the tracks in the main jet are not individually resolved. A florine 
nucleus, Z = 9, appeared as one of the fragments of the parent particle, (Plate 
15-16) [4]. 

A carbon nucleus with energy about 20000 BeV makes a nuclear collision as 
a result of which more than 100 charged mesons are created, about half of which 
are in central «jet» of secondary particles. The incQming particle was dispersed 
into its component nucleons as a result of the collision [4, plate 16-19). 

In other example, an oxygen nucleus interacts in the emulsion giving rise to 
fifty four shower particles [4, plate 16-20). Three slow particles are ejected from 
the target nucleus; by chance they are all in the «backward» direction. Eight of the 

shower particles are contained in a cone of semi-vertical angle ,,. 3- 10-3 degrees. 
It is certain that most of these «inner-core» particles are protons from the 
decomposition of the primary nucleus ... «The event provided a homogeneous jet 
of protons, accompanied by a similar stream of neutrons, all with the same energy 
per nucleon within narrow limits» [4]. 
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On many plates in the book cited intensively in this work of Powell, Fowler 
and Perkins [4) one may find interesting and valuable pictures of the hadron
nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collision events. These events contain conclusive 
information about nuclear collision processes. This information supports our state
ment formulated in this work. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

It can be concluded that: 
I. All the facts revealed in the works by photoemulsion technique support our 

results and conclusions based on them concerning the hadron-nucleus and 
nucleus-nucleus collision. 

2. The photoemulsion data are complementary well enough to that data from 
heavy liquid bubble chambers, referred in the first part of this work. 

3. More information about nuclei disintegration in hadron-nucleus and nuc
leus-nucleus collision induced nuclear reactions may be obtained by radiochemical 
and spectroscopy methods. 

4. It cannot be excluded that the energy-overcompensating [ 14] nuclear reac
tions may occur. 
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